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PTOM Status Effective January 1, 2012
Saint Barth leaves
the European Union
to become a less
restrictive PTOM
(Overseas Countries
and Territories)
It is the realization of a
project that took almost
five years to accomplish:
as of January 1, 2012,
Saint
Barthélemy
changes its status vis-àvis Europe from a RUP
(outermost region) to
that of a PTOM (Overseas Countries and Territories). The change in
relationship with Brussels is independent of
the island’s classification as the “Collectivité
de Saint-Barthélemy” in
terms of the French constitution. In terms of
Paris, Saint Barthélemy
remains an Overseas
Collectivity (COM). But
in contrast to the RUP, a
PTOM does not belong
to the European Union,
yet it maintains certain
links. While remaining
an integral part of a
member state (ie

France),
t h e
PTOM
is a territory
within
the EU.
A subtle
difference
yet one that
is important. For
one thing, all European
laws are not automatically applied to the PTOM.
In the areas in which the
COM has its own
authority,
Saint
Barthélemy can, if it
wants, break from European regulations. Yet at
the same time, the residents of Saint Barthélemy remain European citizens, since they are
nationals of a member
state.
The island’s PTOM status was on the agenda
during the 2007 elections and desired by the
majority of the territorial
council. Even before
being election as the first
president of the COM,

Bruno
Magras
saw the
passage
to
a
PTOM
as “logical conclusion”
after
the
establishment of
Saint Barthélemy as an
Overseas Collectivity.
As he notes, it is a
“question of coherence.”
The specificities of Saint
Barthélemy, its distance
from mainland France,
its location in the American economic zone, its
economy, and small
size, were all motivating
factors for this official
evolution. At the same
time, the difficulty of
getting merchandise and
daily necessities to the
island make it delicate
and costly to apply all
European standards and
rules. And one of the
major motivations for
this project is the question of customs control.
Since 1974, Saint

Barthélemy has benefitted from an import duty
tax on all merchandise
that arrives on the island,
and which represents a
considerable part of the
island’s revenue. Yet
this tax, as it a departure
from European regulations, risked being questioned.
By taking on the PTOM
status, Saint Barthélemy
joins New Caledonia,
French Polynesia, Saint
Pierre and Miquelon,
and the French Southern
and Antarctic Territories. In the case of Mayotte, currently a PTOM,
the government requested that it take on RUP
status as of January 1,
2014. Another difference concerning RUP
status is that the PTOM
cannot receive European
funds. Saint Barthélemy,
however, was already
excluded from these
funds, as the PIB (gross
national product) per
inhabitant is too elevated
on the island.
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Recap of the project:
Promise during the 2007 territorial elections of evolution
to PTOM status
PTOM status on the
▲ October 8, 2009
agenda of the next council
The territorial council
meeting
votes to request that the
French government being ▲ October 29, 2010
the process of changing the The European Council
island’s official status from unanimously approves
RUP to PTOM
the request for Saint Bar▲ November 6, 2009
During the first Overseas
Inter-Ministerial Council
(CIOM), the government
agrees to present this
request for a change in
status to the European
authorities
▲ June 30, 2010
French president Nicolas
Sarkozy asks the president
of the European Council,
to add the political evolution of Saint Barthélemy to

thélemy to take on PTOM
status
▲ July 12, 2011
France and the European
Union sign an agreement
to maintain the euro in
Saint Barthélemy after its
evolution to PTOM.
The National Assembly
approves this agreement
on November 20,
as does the Senate on
December 20.

The Senate Ratifies Agreement
to Keep Euro In St Barth
The legal and administrative process of transforming the Collectivity
of Saint Barthélemy into
a PTOM (Overseas
Countries and Territories) is almost completed.
On Tuesday, December
20, just a few days before
the change becomes official on January 1, 2012,
the French Senate
approved an agreement
between the French
Republic and the European Union that allows
St Barth to keep the euro
as its legal currency in
spite of its new status
vis-à-vis
Brussels.
Already examined by the
National Assembly, this
one-article measure was
ratified by the senators
upon a first reading with-

out modification, and
helped keep the accelerated pace of the project
on target. This monetary
agreement was drawn up
last July between France
and the European Union,
calling for the euro to
remain the sole official
currency in Saint Barth
as of January, in keeping
with regulations of the
Economic and Monetary
Union. Yet the government is meant to notify
the European Union of
this parliamentary decision. After which, in a
few days time, the agreement to maintain the euro
in Saint Barth will be
published in the French
Official Journal as well
as the European Union
Journal.
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Photographer
Patrick Demarchelier
at Clic Gallery
French fashion photographer
Patrick
Demarchelier, who
has a house in Saint
Barth, will sign
copies of his newest
book, Dior Couture,
on
Thursday,
December 29, at
Clic Gallery in Gustavia.
Published by Rizzoli, Dior Couture offers
a peek inside the famous
French fashion house,
which was founded in
1946 by Christian Dior.
This coffee table book
includes such archival
pieces as the “Bar” suit
and the “Mirza” dress, as
well as creations by Dior
and his successors: Yves
Saint Laurent, Marc
Bohan, and John
Galliano.

fashion photographer, with
over 100 images taken by
Demarchelier over the
course of a year. Shot in
various locations around
the world, from Paris and
Beijing to New York,
these images of top models reveal the extreme
elegance and contemporary flair of Dior couture
through the decades.

This history of the Dior
legacy is seen through
the lens of an amazing

Clic Gallery, Rue de la
République, Gustavia.
Thursday, December 29,
6-8pm

28th Annual St Barth Music
Festival Full of Promise
Tickets go on sale
January 2 for the
2012 St Barth Music
Festival, January 1028: Festival stars
include mezzo-soprano Denyce Graves.
With concerts scheduled from January 1028, the 2012 St Barth
Music Festival has
some surprises up its
sleeve. The 28th annual
edition of this festival,
co-founded by Frances
DeBroff, has performances at the Catholic
churches in Gustavia
and Lorient as well as
the Anglican Church in
Gustavia, AJOE in
Lorient, and the main
dock in Gustavia. While
the schedule is still
being fine-tuned, highpoints include maestro
Steven Mercurio, and a
concert by mezzosoprano Denyce Graves
accompanied by Alex
Klein on oboe, Wednesday, January 11 at the
church in Lorient, (see
complete schedule).
And for the first time
this year, the festival
will set up shop on the
dock in Gustavia, with a
free concert on Saturday, January 21, featuring two members of the
American rock band
Aerosmith: guitarist
Brad Whitford and
singer/keyboard player
Russ Irwin. Jazz, chamber music, and dance
are also on the program
this year, with dancers

from the Paris Opera
Ballet performing at
AJOE in Lorient. Tickets go on sale on January 2 at the tourist
office (CTTSB) in Gustavia, with a 10% reduction on all tickets and
season passes bought
through January 6.

Schedule
Tuesday, January 10
Opening night with
Festival All-Stars
Wednesday, January 11
Mezzo-soprano Denyce
Graves with Alex Klein
on oboe.
Thursday, January 12
Enso String Quartet and
Friends.
Friday, January 13
Opera evening with singers
Denyce Graves, Ryland
Angel, Sarah Joy, and
David Miller.
Sunday, January 15
Jazz concert with John
Ellis, Jason Marsalis,
Aaron Goldberg,
and Reuben Rogers.
Tuesday, January 17
Jerusalem String Quartet.
Wednesday, January 18
Piano concert with Phillip
Bush and Friends.
Saturday, January 21
Free rock concert with
Aerosmith’s Brad Whitford
and Russ Irwin, plus Jonny
Lang, Chris Layton, Scott
Nelson, and Friends.
Friday, January 27
Dancers from the Paris
Opera Ballet.
Saturday, January 28
Dancers from the Paris
Opera Ballet,

Maya's special New Year's Eve menu
can be consulted at Maya's To Go
in Saint Jean

Tél : 05 90 29 83 70 - Fax : 05 90 52 41 27
mayastogo@orange.fr - www.mayastogo.com
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Uklanski at Eden Rock
Contemporary art
dealer Larry Gagosian
renews his collaboration with Eden Rock
Gallery to feature
Piotr Uklanski’s work
in Saint Barthélemy
“My grandmother did
hard labor in a ceramic
factory in Communist
Poland,” recalls Piotr
Uklanski “This exhibition in Saint Barthélemy
would be her Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
Through January 31
(with an official opening
reception for the artist
on Thursday, December
29), the most recent
mosaic paintings by this
Polish artist can be seen
at the Eden Rock
Gallery in Saint Jean.
This exhibit, Midsummer Night’s Dream, represents the second show
at the gallery by contemporary art dealer
Larry Gagosian, who
has a house on the
island.
Trained as a photographer Uklanski has
developed a diverse and

PIOTR UKLANSKI

Untitled (The Midas Touch), 2011.
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery

prodigious body of work
that employs many
types of media (sculpture, photography, collage, performance, and
film) and cultural references, including (Untitled-The Full Burn),
which features a professional stuntman. Uklanski created his first
ceramic mosaic in 1999
as a commission for the
DT Symk department
store in Warsaw—a
monumental outdoor
installation on three
exterior walls of the

building, which he covered with an abstract
pattern constructed
using commercially
manufactured ceramic
tableware and cement.
The resulting mural
evoked the aesthetics of
Brutalist art and architecture. Uklanski's interest in ceramic mosaics
was inspired by the use
of vernacular pottery for
house decoration and
public art that was common in post-war Poland.
His appropriation of this
populist medium is consistent with his ongoing
interest in exploring
Modernist abstraction
through more banal and
quotidian materials and
gestures. Since then, he
has created numerous
large-scale ceramic
installations-including a
thirty-meter long outdoor mural at the Kunsthalle Basel (2004) and
a permanent mosaic
installation in the tropical gardens surrounding

Born in 1968 in Warsaw, Poland, Piotr
Uklanski lives and
works between New
York, Paris, and the
Polish capital. He
emerged on the New
York art scene in the
mid-1990s with an
emblematic artwork,
the Untitled (Dance
Floor). He has had
solo shows at the
Gagosian Gallery in
New York, the Perrotin Gallery in Miami
and Paris. Group
shows include the
Tate Modern in London, MOMA in New
York, and the
Palazzo Grassi in
Venice.

the Museo do Açude in
Rio de Janeiro.
In the show at the Eden
Rock, Uklanski has
developed these ideas
further to produce
autonomous "paintings.”
Each piece of ceramic is
identifiable, such as
Japanese raku bowls or
pottery from Pigeon
Forge, and differentiated
by its form and texture,
offering the artist a
“palette” with which he
composes his “unpainted,” or “already painted” works.
In 2007, the Eden-Rock
Gallery hosted a
Richard Prince exhibit
organized by Larry
Gagosian, who considered the experience a
success.
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New Year’s Eve Regatta December 31, 2011
New Year’s Eve festivities in Saint Barth begin
at 10am, on Saturday,
December 31, 2011
with the annual New
Year’s Eve Regatta, an
informal around-theisland parade of sailboats of all sizes,
including international
racing boats and small
local
competitors.
“What a fabulous way
to spend the last day of
the year,” says Mark
Del Giudice, marina
manager at Forty 1°
North in Newport, RI,
who comes in every
year to organize the
race, as he has done

Organizers of the New Year's Eve Regatta include:
(left to right) Ernest Brin, director Port of Gustavia;
Helene Guilbaud, St Barth Yacht Club; Mark Del
Giudice, regatta director; Benoit Meesemaecker,
St Barth Yacht Club

since its inception 16
years ago, alongside the
St Barth Yacht Club and

the Port of Gustavia. An
awards ceremony follows the race, at rough-

ly 5pm on the main
dock, with champagne
corks popping as the
island really begins to
party. Last year’s winner was Ghost, a firsttimer in this regatta,
clocking the fastest time
around the island at 1
hour, 51 minutes, and
12 seconds. But that
time was not fast
enough to beat the
standing record of 1
hour, 32 minutes, and 7
seconds set by the 147’
sailboat, Visione, in
2004. Will one of the
boats be able to beat
that record as Saint
Barth sails into 2012?
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The Epic Story of Aviation
Pioneers in the Caribbean
available on DVD
New Year’s Eve Menu
Saturday, December 31st, 2011
Lobster tempura on guacamole of garden peas


Pan-sautéed risotto and Foie gras, truffle emulsion


Slices of scallop, caviar from Aquitaine, cream of lentils,
combawa flavour


Bass and crawfish «mango-miso» and quinoa


Mojito granité


Roasted capon, sangria juice, polenta
and caramelized chestnuts


Clementine Creme brulée, thin laced chocolate biscuit


Cocoa tartlet, creamy caramel and smoked flavored ice cream


Mignardises


6 courses : 130€/pers, excl. Beverages
7 courses : 150€/pers, excl. Beverages
8 courses : 180€/pers, excl. Beverages


RESTAURAnT LE GAïAC
HOTEL LE TOIny - AnSE DE TOIny
0590 29 77 47 or 0590 27 88 88
Email: legaiac@letoiny.com

Pierre Brouwers’ most
recent film, The Epic
Story of Aviation Pioneers in the Caribbean,
premiered at the St
Barth Film Festival last
April and has since aired
on such channels as
France O and Voyage.
This successful documentary makes the
importance of aviation in
the West Indies accessible to its viewers, as it is
neither too technical nor too historical in
explaining the transformation of people’s daily
routine after the introduction of airplanes and
airstrips to the islands. Via archive footage,
Rémy de Haenen and José Dormoy—two
emblematic pioneers of West Indian aviation—
explain the development of air connections from
mainland France to the West Indies, from the
very first flights in seaplanes.

The St Jean airport in late 1965
The Epic Story of Aviation Pioneers in the
Caribbean is a delightful cocktail of nostalgia,
adventure, and poesy, leaving us with unusual
anecdotes, such as the ghost islands, the flying
ophthalmologist, the passionate pilots, smuggling, and acrobatic airstrip stories. The Epic
Story of Aviation Pioneers in the Caribbean is
available on the island at Tropic Vidéo, Marché
U, Barnes Bookstores, La Case aux Livres, and
Oasis.

For further information: (33) 01 55 65 12 65
or www.decouvrir-le-monde.com
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Jean-Georges Adds Flavor To Saint Barth
There’s a secret ingredient on the
menu at Eden Rock this season!
Acclaimed French chef, JeanGeorges Vongerichten, a brilliant
star on the new york restaurant
scene (Jean-Georges, Spice Market, Perry Street, Mercer Kitchen,
ABC Kitchen, etc) has put his
stamp on the menus at the Sand
Bar and On The Rocks, bringing
his excellent fusion of flavors and
savoir-faire to the island.

the addition of a pizza oven, which
turns out as many as 60 pizzas for
lunch, using whole-wheat crust and
such ingredients as local lobster
and black truffles. The emphasis at
this casual, yet upscale, beachfront
restaurant is fish. “Local fishermen
pulling their boats right up to the
beach with freshly caught mahimahi, tuna, wahoo, and lobster,”
notes Vongerichten, whose appe-

Dinner is upstairs at the elegant
restaurant, On The Rocks, with its
fabulous setting overlooking the
bay of St Jean. Here, Vongerichten
added some of the Asian flavors he
has cultivated at Spice Market,
with coconut milk, cilantro, lemongrass, Thai coleslaw, bok choy, and
green chili butter accenting the
dishes. There is also grilled fish,
chicken, beef, and lamb for those
desiring a lighter, simpler meal
in the evening. “The menus at
A visitor to Saint Barth since
Eden Rock are like a “best of,”
1991, Vongerichten’s first forsays the chef, “a little bit of each
ay into the island’s restaurant
of my restaurants in new
scene was Citronelle, which
york.”
remained open for six months
A Pisces, or water sign,
in the current location of
Vongerichten swims at Saline
L’Isola. “We tested the waters,
every morning, meets with
he recalls. “But I went back to
Degenne at 9am to go over the
keeping Saint Barth for vacadaily menus, spends the day on
tions only,” he says. “It’s not
the beach, and returns for the
easy to run a place if you don’t
evening service. “I will come
live there.” But all that Jean-Georges and Anne-Cécile in the kitchen down to the island every other
changed 20 years later when
month to consult with AnneVongerichten was appointed as the tizers comprise sashimi of local Cécile, who came to new york to
culinary consultant at Eden Rock, fish as well as a crispy tuna roll, train with me last August,” says
early in 2011. “There was a great and main courses feature simply Vongerichten, whose 20-year love
team already in place,” he says, cit- grilled mahi-mahi as well as affair with Saint Barth continues:
ing the hotel’s executive chef imported fish such as Dover sole, “This is a wonderful collaboration,
Anne-Cécile Degenne, and a sea- one of the most popular items on especially with Eden Rock owners
soned dining room staff, managed the menu. “We also make lobster Jane and David Matthews. It is
by Luc and Fabien, to support his in the pizza oven,” notes Von- more like a friendship than a
efforts.
gerichten. “The high heat makes partnership.”
the flesh come out very fluffy, it’s
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux
Changes at the Sand Bar include really delicious.”
Photo : Rosemond Gréaux

Sibarth Real Estate
Tel: (+ 590) 590.29.88.91
estates@sibarthrealestate.com

Villa BAC
Private & quiet 3 bedroom villa with
a view of St Jean
€2 485 000

www.sibarthrealestate.com Villa VGV
3 bedroom villa with character,
expansive views
€4 450 000
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Sharks Around Saint Barth?
There are several species
of sharks found in the
waters around Saint
Barth: nurse sharks, gray
sharks, and even tiger
sharks. A recent article
published by the local
marine park, the Réserve
naturelle de SaintBarthélemy, points out
the presence of these
predatory fish, not to
sound an alarm, but to
set the record straight.
“What a surprise to read
in one of the annual
glossy magazines that
there aren’t any sharks

in Saint Barth,” says
Julien Le Quellec, director of the field team for
the marine park. “There
are sharks in Saint Barth,
and that’s good,” he
adds. Throughout the
year, divers point out
various species, often
close to the small islands
of Pain de Sucre or
Bœuf, and these reef
sharks serve a useful
purpose. “By attacking
the weakest fish, these
predators help control
disease and prevent the
propagation of epi-

A young lemon shark at Colombier, photo Méli.

demics along the reefs,”
explains Le Quellec. The
females can often be
seen during the summer
when they give birth in
shallow bays like Marigot or Grand-Cul-de-Sac:
“They then return to the
open seas and you don’t
see them along the
coast,” Le Quellec
explains.

Sharks Are
Vulnerable
Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 6,50 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61

Do these sharks present
a danger? “There has
never been a shark
attack recorded in Saint
Barth,” insists a member
of the marine park staff,
who notes that during
the birthing period the
females are not searching for food. “Actually it
is the sharks that are vulnerable,” points out Le
Quellec. Fishing with
multiple hooks on a line,
still in vogue in Saint
Barth, can result in
sharks being killed simply for the thrill of
obtaining a trophy, and
not for eating. To take a
photo next to a female

tiger shark 15’ long, for
example. “This practice
worries us,” says Franciane Le Quellec, director of the Réserve. “If
you capture a pregnant
female, an entire generation of sharks disappears.” Other activities,
such as tourists feeding
the sharks can also be
dangerous: “It is not a
good idea to put bait,
such as goat meat, near
the beaches,” offers
Julien Le Quellec,
“because sharks act
exactly like my cat. If he
is used to being fed and
then I stop giving him
food, he becomes
aggressive. In Saint
Martin, at the height of
the tourist season, there
are a lot of boats that
feed the sharks. yet
there are a lot fewer
boats in low season; the
sharks can get overexcited and there have been a
few small accidents,” he
points out. Last summer,
Sint Maarten decided to
prohibit shark fishing.
French Polynesia did so
as early as 2006.
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New Spa At Christopher Hotel
The Christopher Hotel, which was
renovated from stem to stern over
the past few years, has added a
new spa and fitness room.
Designed by Gulllermo de
yavorsky of Design Affairs, the
spa has a clean, minimalist
ambiance. Run in partnership with
Emma and Jack of Art & BienEtre, who have been in the massage and well-being business in St
Barth for seven years, the spa is
managed by Christelle, who has
worked around the world, from
Turkey and Egypt to France.
Two massage rooms have sliding
doors that open to expansive ocean
views and the sound of the waves.
Each room also has the option for
music selected by the masseuse or
the client, with individual volume
control. Long wooden shelves, with
stone sinks and baskets for oils and
soaps by La Sultane de Saba, line
the opposite wall. nooks for towels

are in the corners. Green and white
are the dominant colors, along with
natural wooden doors, including
sliding shutters that filter the sunlight, and white curtains that darken
the rooms if so desired. Outdoor
terraces with showers can be used
for solo or couples massages.
This is the only spa on the island to
feature skin care products by Dr.
Fredric Brandt, while a beauty
salon comprises a private hairdresser (one chair only), with hair
products by Lenore Greyl, plus a
station for pedicures, manicures,
and reflexology. yoga and Pilates
classes are open to hotel guests and
the general public. “Our goal is to
serve hotel guests, as well as residents and villa guests,” notes
Emma, adding that the fitness
room, also with a view of the
ocean, is open to hotel guests only.
After the holidays, day passes
combine lunch at the outdoor

restaurant, Mango, with 50 or 80
minutes of spa treatment.
A brochure explains the various
treatments, from traditional Balinese, Thai, and Indian massage to
body wraps and scrubs. I was
lucky enough to have a very relaxing massage by Melanie, a
masseuse who is petite, but has
very strong hands. My neck and
shoulders were certainly grateful
for the experience.
By Ellen Lampert-Gréaux

TIME OUT
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Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !

Special Events
◗ Saturday, December 31
- New Year’s Eve Regatta
(see Page 10)
- From 9pm : Music,
dancing, on quai General de
Gaulle, Gustavia
- Midnight : Fireworks in
Gustavia, Saint-Jean, &
Grand Cul de Sac
◗ Through April 29, 2012
“Saint Barth: The History
Of Travel,” an exhibit based
on five themes related to
travel and the history of the
island, Territorial Museum,
Gustavia.

Alex, Route des Boucaniers,
Gustavia
Every Day
- DJ Luky at The Strand,
(except Monday)
Gustavia
Lunch with resident DJ
- Diner Cabaret with showMaxx-C, Nikki Beach,
girls at Ti St Barth, Pointe
Saint Jean
Milou
• Through January 8, 2012 - Live concert with Nungan
Tomas Doncker Band from & Papaguyo, 8pm at
9pm to midnight,
Strand, Gustavia
Bete A Z’Ailes, Gustavia
◗ Friday, December 30
◗ Thursday, December 29
- Lunch with DJ Brooke,
- Lunch with DJ Chloé,
1pm, La Plage,
1pm, La Plage
- DJ Yo One from 8pm at
- Live Music with DJ
La Plage, Saint Jean
Brooke Vallance, 8pm,
- Soley, sunset & dinner
La Plage, Siant Jean
music, Do Brazil, Gustavia
- Fire Show around a
- Nungan & Papaguyo,
wood-burning BBQ, Nikki 7:30pm, Taino Restaurant,
Beach, Saint Jean
Christopher Hotel, Pointe
- Live Music from 7pm
Milou
at 88 Restaurant, Gustavia - Concert with Dana Jared,
- Live Music with Kiki &

Live
Music
◗

6:30pm, La Route des
Boucaniers, Gustavia
- Gemma Genazzano &
Joey Scott, sensual jazzy
Latin soul music, 7pm,
Nikki Beach, St Jean
- Crazy Week End at Ti St
Barth, Pointe Milou
- The Dynamic Duo in Live:
Christine Gordon & Dana
Jared in Concert 6:3010pm, Route des
Boucaniers, Gustavia
- "Sunset Serenade" 5:307:30pm, Hotel Carl Gustaf,
Gustavia
◗ Saturday, December 31
- Lunch with DJChloé,
1pm, La Plage, St Jean
- Live Music with Tom
Howie & Dj Jimmy
Vallance, 8pm, La Plage
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Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
◗ Through January 14
Live gypsy music
with Trio Vasilovitch
at Ti St Barth from
8-10pm, followed at
The Yacht Club
from 11pm-12:30am
- Soley, the best of flamenco
to acoustic, 6pm, Bar de
L’Oubli
- Dana Jared & Christine
Gordon, La Route des
Boucaniers, Gustavia
- Gemma Genazzano &
Joey Scott, 7pm, Nikki
Beach, Saint Jean
- Crazy Week End at
Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
- The Dynamic Duo: Christine Gordon & Dana Jared
LIVE in Concert 6:30-11pm,
La Route des Boucaniers

◗ Sunday, January 1
- Lunch with DJ Yo One,
1pm, La Plage, St Jean
- 10 Years Anniversary
Nikki Beach, Lounge and
Deep House Music with DJ
Maxx-C, Nikki Beach
◗ Monday, January 2
- Plastic Boots with Carole,
9pm, Ti St Barth
- Gemma Genazzano &
Joey Scott, 7pm, Nikki
Beach, Siant Jean
- Lunch with DJ Brooke,
1pm, La Plage, St Jean
◗ Tuesday, January 3
- Live Music with Christian,
6pm, Bar de l’Oubli
- Live concert with Nungan
& Papaguyo, 8pm, Bonito
- Sunny Side Island with
Robb (St Barth Song) &
Manu, Acoustic Duo,
8:30pm, Ti Zouk K’Fé,

Gustavia
- Concert live with Dana
Jared, 6:30, La Route des
Boucaniers, Gustavia
- Diner Cabaret with
showgirls at Ti St Barth
- "Sunset Serenade" 5:307:30pm, CG Lounge, Hotel
Carl Gustaf
◗ Wednesday, January 4
- Live concert with Nungan
& Papaguyo, 8pm, B4
- Gemma Genazzano &
Joey Scott, Sensual jazzy
Latin soul music, Do Brazil,
Gustavia
- Diner Cabaret with showgirls, Ti St Barth,
- The Dynamic Duo:
Christine Gordon & Dana
Jared in concert 6:3010:30pm, La Route des
Boucaniers, Gustavia
- "Sunset Serenade" 5:307:30pm, CG Lounge, Hotel
Carl Gustaf

Let’s Party
◗ Thursday, December 29
De Grisogono Party, with
DJ Magnum at Yacht Club,
Gustavia
◗ Friday, December 30
- DJ JUS SKE at Yacht
Club, Gustavia
- R&B Evening, Strand
Supper Club, Gustavia
◗ Saturday, December 31
DJ MOSEY Aka Pierre
Sarkosy at Yacht Club,
Gustavia
◗ Sunday, January 1
DJ JUS SKE at Yacht Club,
Gustavia
◗ Monday, January 2
DJ WILL at Yacht Club,
Gustavia
◗ Tuesday, January 3
DJ Getdown at Yacht Club,
Gustavia
◗ Wednesday, January 4
DJ Jacques Dumas at Yacht
Club, Gustavia

Art
Exhibitions
• Thursday December 29 :
French fashion photographer Patrick Demarchelier,
who has a house in Saint
Barth, will sign copies of his
newest book, Dior Couture,
at Clic Gallery in Gustavia.
• Through February 1:
Romain Simonnet
photographs: Paris, New
York, Saint Barth,
Christopher Hôtel,
• Through January 14:
Dominique Rousserie,
Space Gallery, Carré D’Or,
• Through January 31:
- Midsummer Night’s
Dream by Polish artist Piotr
Uklanski, Eden Rock
Gallery, Saint Jean
- Paintings by “Laurie,”
at Bar du Village, St Jean
- Raptor & Chimaera:
New sculpture by Dave
Stevenson, Les Artisans,
Gustavia,
- The new exhibition with
international young emerging artists at TomBeachArtStudio, St Jean
◗ Permanent Exhibitions
-Simon Chaput
photographs: Elisa Bally
Showroom, Cour Vendome
Gustavia
- Alain le Chatelier,
Les Artisans, Gustavia
- Group show at Pipiri
Palace, Gustavia
- Rose Murray, Comptoir du
Cigare, Gustavia
- Sculptures by Timothy
Holmes, Comptoir du
Cigare, Gustavia
- Works by Cyrille Margarit,
Nikki Beach, St Jean
◗ Artist’s Collection
- Pompi, Petit Cul de Sac
- Hannah Moser, Cul de Sac
◗ Art Galleries
- Pipiri Boutique, Art
Gallery, Gustavia
- Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- TomBeachArtStudio, St
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Nils Dufau,
Catherine
Charneau,
Jean-Pierre
Ballagny,
and Laurie
Painter Laurie during her opening reception
at Village St Jean

IB Charneau, Soley,
and friends at the holdiay Warm-Up
at Kiki è Mo

Mattie, Toyah, Georgia, and Lana
from New Zealand and Australia at Entre Deux
Aymeric of La Plage
/Tom Beach with
Mrs Santa Claus
Guests from the North
Pole arrives at La Plage
in St Jean

Tatiana and
Howard Lipson
at Pipiri Palace

Richard & Marjory Nimberg celebrate
Hanukkah on the dock
JoAnne Quetel of Les Artisans,
Julien and Anna Quetel, Sahara, Albert
and Aziza Yaphet celebate the holidays
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■ Classified ads
Real Estate
This lovely one bedroom apartment is situated in a residence in the
heights of St. Jean. The
apartment is on the
ground level with a private patio. The residence has a community
pool from where you
can enjoy the breathtaking views on St Jean
Bay. Contact
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
This villa under construction is situated in
Anse des Cayes with a
view on the bay. The
villa is sold as is at cost
price. Very good opportunity. Contact
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
Set in a serene hilltop
setting is this lovely 1
bedroom villa situated in
Grand Cul-de-Sac. The

property features a pretty garden in the rear,
and there is ample parking for two vehicles.
Contact
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
St Jean's Heights 1/2 bdr
Apt, terrace, garden
enjoying an exceptional
sea view. Fabulous sunsets by the pool.
760.000€;
Barthome 0590278983
Gustavia with view of
the harbour, 2 levels single family home, 2325
sqf living space. Terrace, garden. Possibility
of remodeling.
2.050.000€.
Barthome 0590278983
Individual seeks direct
sale by owner: small, or
very small, piece of
land, clear for building
or with construction
(even in bad condition).
Contact: 0690 77 56 70
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